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Abstract The main objective of this paper is three-fold.

First, to provide an overview of the current status of the

power electronics technology, one of the key actors in the

upcoming smart grid paradigm enabling maximum power

throughputs and near-instantaneous control of voltages and

currents in all links of the power system chain. Second, to

provide a bridge between the power systems and the power

electronic communities, in terms of their differing appre-

ciation of how these devices perform when connected to

the power grid. Third, to discuss on the role that the power

electronics technology will play in supporting the aims and

objectives of future decarbonized power systems. This

paper merges the equipment, control techniques and

methods used in flexible alternating current transmission

systems (FACTS) and high voltage direct transmission

(HVDC) equipment to enable a single, coherent approach

to address a specific power system problem, using ‘best of

breed’ solutions bearing in mind technical, economic and

environmental issues.

Keywords Flexible alternating current transmission

systems (FACTS), High voltage direct transmission

(HVDC), Voltage source converter (VSC), Insulated gate

bipolar transistor (IGBT), Smart grids

1 Introduction

It would be fair to say that many of the ideas upon which

the foundations of the Flexible Alternating Current Trans-

mission Systems (FACTS) rest, evolved over a period of

several decades, building on the experience gained in the

areas of High Voltage Direct Transmission (HVDC) and

reactive power compensation equipment, methods and

operational control. Nonetheless, FACTS, as an integrated

philosophy, was a concept brought to fruition at EPRI in the

1980’s [1, 2]. Since that time, many great breakthroughs

have taken place in the area of power electronics encom-

passing new valves, control methods and converter topolo-

gies [3, 4]. The new developments have been incorporated

into the fields of FACTS and HVDC, giving rise to a new

generation of power transmission equipment in either AC or

DC form, with unrivalled operational flexibility [5].

In the words of the developers of the FACTS initiative,

FACTS was not intended to be a direct competitor to

HVDC transmission but, rather, an initiative able to pro-

vide technical solutions to specific AC power transmission

problems at a lower cost, particularly when the AC trans-

mission corridor already existed [1].

Over the past two decades, several publications have

appeared which have separately reviewed the state-of-the-
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art of FACTS [6, 7] and VSC-HVDC [8, 9], mainly from

the vantage of high-voltage power transmission. Never-

theless, no attempt seems to have been made to provide a

holistic review, as it is done in this paper, on the applica-

tion of power electronics converters in the generation,

transmission and distribution systems.

It ought to be said that the original boundaries between

HVDC and FACTS were drawn along the types of solid-

state converters employed and their control [4], but these

boundaries have become blurred. On the one hand, as time

has moved on, new power electronic devices such as the

Voltage Source Converter (VSC), are being used in both

FACTS and HVDC transmission [10]. For instance, VSCs

are used in STATCOM applications, which is a FACTS

technology, to provide reactive power support [11]. But,

when two such devices are connected in cascade, we have

the VSC-HVDC rather different from the classical HVDC

transmission using thyristor-based bridges and phase con-

trol [12]. On the other hand, a wide range of enabling

technologies involving power devices (power electronics,

photovoltaic and wind energy systems, battery energy

storage systems, electrical vehicles, etc.) and also elec-

tronic technologies (advanced protection, control, infor-

mation and communication systems) have become cost

effective [13] and even more powerful and popular than a

decade ago [14, 15]. As a matter of fact, the introduction of

these technologies in an all-encompassed manner within

the electrical business provides a solid foundation on which

to build the new and smarter energy grid [16]. Within this

new paradigm, power electronic technology is a key

component because of its ubiquitous nature in all the stages

of the power system from generation to distribution and

involving applications related to DC and AC systems

[17].

For these reasons, according to the current state of the

technology, it is proposed to remove the former boundaries

originally drawn along FACTS and HVDC to focus on

their basic and common underlying power electronic

technology. For doing so, it is convenient to adopt a bot-

tom-up approach, starting with the power electronics

switches and following with the definition of some basic

building blocks, which will be used in specific devices

intended for different functionalities. As a consequence,

the focus is on the power electronic device irrespective of

being either a FACTS or HVDC technology – the aim

being to enable the best of breed solutions underpinning the

new power-carrying structures that the Smart Grid

demands [18, 19].

Therefore, and according to this approach, the structure

of the paper can be summarized as follows. First, power

electronics components are described from scratch begin-

ning with the most widely used power switches and the

building blocks that can be formed with them. Second, a

review of the power electronic devices, classified according

to the way they are connected to the power system, is

outlined. Third, the most important applications of these

devices to power generation, transmission and distribution

are described. Finally, the paper closes with the main

challenges of the technology and the main conclusions of

the work.

2 Power electronics elemental building blocks

The aim of this section is to introduce, following a

bottom-up perspective, the basic ‘‘bricks’’ which are used

by the various power electronic based devices addressed in

the sequel of the paper.

2.1 Power electronic switches

A switch is a component that can be open and/or closed

through a control signal. Power electronic switches can be

broadly classified into two major groups, depending on

their controllability (see Fig. 1):

1) Line commutated switches can be turned on when the

anode-cathode voltage is positive and an adequate

firing signal is sent to the gate. However, once the

conduction state is established they can only be turned

off when the current is almost zero and the anode-

cathode voltage is negative. Therefore, these devices

are characterized by a single degree of freedom,

namely, the firing angle, a (measured from the voltage

zero-crossing). The thyristor (or SCR) is the most

relevant switch within this group [20].

2) Self-commutated switches can be turned on, by

applying a suitable control signal to the gate, when

the collector-emitter voltage is positive, and then

turned off just by removing the control signal. This

brings an additional degree of freedom compared to

line commutated switches. The GTO, IGBT and IGCT

are the most relevant switches within this category

[20].

2.2 Basic building blocks

From the basic power switches outlined above, the fol-

lowing building blocks can be defined:

Fig. 1 Basic power electronic switches
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1) AC-switch controllable impedance. Either a capacitor

or a reactor is associated in series with an AC switch

(see Fig. 2), typically comprising two antiparallel

thyristors. In the simplest switched-impedance

ON/OFF control scheme, the firing angle is set to

a = p/2, leading to a perfectly sinusoidal current, as

shown in Fig. 2a for a capacitor. In the inductor case,

the amplitude of the current can be optionally

regulated by suitable adjustment of the firing angle,

a, leading to a non-sinusoidal current, as shown in

Fig. 2b. This is referred to as a controlled impedance.

In terms of a, the fundamental frequency current and

associated variable susceptance are given by [10]:

�ITCR ¼ �jBTCRðaÞ �V

BTCRðaÞ ¼
1

2pf
� 2ðp� aÞ þ sin 2a

Lp

8
<

:
ð1Þ

where a may lie in the range p/2\ a\p, L is the rated

inductance value, �ITCR is the current phasor, �V is the

applied voltage phasor and f is the nominal frequency.

2) AC/DC Current Source Converter (CSC). The building

block shown in Fig. 3, using thyristors, has long been

used to inject active power from a three-phase AC

system into a DC one (rectifier operation) or vice versa

(inverter operation), in a controllable manner, using

delay angle control. Note that the DC side in this

bridge acts as an almost constant DC current source,

owing to the presence of a large smoothing reactor.

This device presents only one degree of freedom (the

firing angle), which is used to control the transmitted

active power.

Note that this bridge always absorbs reactive power,

which is dependent on its operating point. In addition,

low-order harmonics appear in the AC current in

accordance to the lower switching frequency. Thus,

passive filters are required to mitigate the harmonic

distortion and to supply, at least a part, of the reactive

power requirements.

3) AC/DC Voltage Source Converter (VSC). This repre-

sents an alternative way of moving active power from

a three-phase AC system to a DC one and vice versa.

In this case (see Fig. 4a) the capacitors make the DC

side of the converter to behave as a voltage source.

The power switches are IGBTs with antiparallel free-

wheeling diodes, allowing the flow of bidirectional

currents. The switches are driven by PWM-based

control signals, with switching frequencies in the kHz

range, which are chosen to be odd integer multiples of

the fundamental frequency [1, 3]. The most relevant

feature of the PWM control, as illustrated in Fig. 4b,

lies in the fact that it synthetizes a fundamental

frequency voltage on the AC side from the DC bus,

with controllable amplitude and phase, as given by the

basic relationship [20]:

�VAC ¼ klmae
juVDC ð2Þ

where �VAC is the RMS fundamental-frequency com-

ponent of the VSC’s output line-to-line voltage, u is

the phase angle of the complex voltage �VAC relative to

the system phase reference, VDC is the DC bus voltage

and ma is the inverter’s amplitude modulation index. In

the linear range of modulation, ma takes values in the

interval: 0\ma\1: Hence, two degrees of freedom,

namely active and reactive power, are available with

this building block.

In this process, the PWM-operated VSC generates high-

order harmonics, which appear as side-bands around theFig. 2 Control of switched capacitor and controlled reactor

Fig. 3 AC/DC current source converter (CSC) based on thyristors
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switching frequency and its multiples [3, 20]. The selection

of the switching frequency is a trade-off between the

switching losses and the filtering requirements. For this

reason, in case of high power applications multilevel

topologies are a possible alternative to the basic two-level

VSC. Multilevel VSC operation is characterized by both

low losses (reduced switching frequency) and low har-

monic distortion (owing to the use of multiple DC levels).

A modular multilevel VSC, as shown in Fig. 5a, stands out

from other multilevel topologies because of its ability to

easily accommodating any number of levels. This topology

stacks simple power units containing two IGBT-valves and

a small DC capacitor. In this case, the output voltage is

synthetized as shown in Fig. 5b.

This multi-level converter technology is offered by at

least one vendor, it is termed SVC PLUS�. It provides a

nearly ideal sinusoidal-shaped waveform on the AC side.

Therefore, there is only little –if any– need for high-fre-

quency filtering and no need for low order harmonic fil-

tering. SVC PLUS� uses standard components, such as

typical AC power transformers, reactors, capacitors, and

industrial class IGBTs that are widely used for traction and

industrial drives.

3 Device configurations

The different configurations of power electronics devi-

ces, based on the above power electronic building blocks,

can be classified according to its connection to the power

grid. Shunt, series, shunt-series and cascade connections

are reviewed in the following subsections.

3.1 Shunt connection

1) Static Var Compensator (SVC). The SVC appeared in

the power systems scene at least one decade before the

FACTS initiative was put forward [20–22]. The SVC

is connected in shunt with the AC system through a

step-up transformer. The main function of a SVC is to

supply/absorb reactive power to support a specified

Fig. 5 AC/DC modular multilevel VSC based on IGBTs

Fig. 4 AC/DC VSC based on IGBTs
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voltage magnitude at the high-voltage side of its

connecting transformer. The one-line representation of

the SVC is shown schematically in Fig. 6.

It comprises a bank of Thyristor Controlled Reactors

(TCR) in parallel with a bank of Thyristor Switched

Capacitors (TSC). The TCR consumes variable reactive

power up to its design limit according to (1). The TCR,

however, generates harmonic currents due to the phase

control [3]. For this reason, the TCR is normally con-

nected in delta to prevent the triple harmonics from

reaching the power system. In addition, passive filtering

is required to mitigate the 6 k ± 1 and 12 k ± 1 gener-

ated by the six-pulse and twelve-pulse topologies

respectively. The TSC generates reactive power in a

variable, discrete manner, with the thyristor pairs oper-

ating as switches (ON/OFF); hence, during steady-state

operation no harmonic distortion is produced by the

TSC.

2) Static Compensator (STATCOM). This is the modern

counterpart of the SVC. Just like the SVC, its main

function is to supply/absorb reactive power to support

a specified voltage magnitude at the high-voltage side

of its connecting transformer. Fig. 7 shows the one-

line schematic circuit of the STATCOM, made up of

the VSC, the smoothing inductor, the interfacing

transformer and the PWM control system. As shown in

the previous section, the VSC is built as a two-level or

a multi-level converter [3].

The operational behaviour of the STATCOM is superior

to that of the SVC. Being based on a VSC, the STATCOM

may be seen as a variable and controlled voltage source, as

opposed to a variable shunt susceptance [10]. Basically, it

behaves like a fast synchronous condenser without moving

parts [1, 5]. Therefore the STATCOM does not use bulky

inductors and banks of capacitors to absorb and to generate

reactive power, respectively [1, 3]. The generation/

absorption process is carried out by the action of the VSC

voltage control according to (2) to yield either leading or

lagging VAR operation to satisfy operational requirements

[1]. Note that the current injected by the STATCOM has to

be orthogonal to the bus voltage considering a lossless

approach because no active power exchange is allowed due

to the isolated DC bus of the VSC. The smoothing inductor

is used between the VSC and the step-up transformer to

eliminate the high-order harmonics. The DC capacitor is

used to support and stabilize the DC voltage [1].

An equipment manufacturer has recently patented a new

VAR compensation equipment selecting the best attributes

of the SVC and the STATCOM [23].

3.2 Series connection

1) Thyristor Switched Series Compensator (TSSC). The

TSSC connects in tandem a series of paralleled

capacitor-thyristor modules in order to modify the

apparent electrical length of the line, as shown

schematically in Fig. 8 for one phase. A block

capacitor becomes active by turning off its associated

thyristor valve and inactive otherwise, i.e., when the

thyristor valve is on the capacitor is bypassed.

Therefore, no harmonic distortion is generated. This

arrangement enables controllable series compensation,

up to the rated capacity, in a discrete, stepwise man-

ner. The larger the number of active modules, the

higher the degree of series capacitive compensation.

Fig. 6 SVC schematic representation

Fig. 7 STATCOM schematic representation

Fig. 8 TSSC schematic representation
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2) Thyristor Controlled Series Compensator (TCSC). The

TCSC performs a similar function to the TSSC but its

control is carried out in a continuous manner. In

addition to increasing the stability margin of the

system, the TCSC has shown to damp Synchronous

Series Resonance (SSR) and power oscillations [1].

Like the TSSC, it uses a series of blocks connected in

tandem but each block comprises the parallel combi-

nation of a capacitor and a TCR, as shown schemat-

ically in Fig. 9.

Basically, the TCSC would exhibit the behaviour of

a variable series reactance governed by the TCR’s

firing angle a. Therefore, it should be possible to adjust
the reactance of the line to perform an effective reg-

ulation of the power flow through the series compen-

sated transmission line. Depending on the firing angle,

the TCSC may operate in capacitive or inductive

modes. However, there is little incentive for inductive

operation since this would increase the electrical

length of the transmission line, with adverse conse-

quences on stability margins, and extra losses [3]. Note

that in this case the TCR harmonic currents do not tend

to escape towards the network; instead, the harmonics

are trapped inside the TCSC because of the low

impedance of the capacitor compared to the network

equivalent impedance [10]. TCSCs have been installed

in countries that have long transmission distances,

such as the USA, Brazil, China and India. It seems that

there is limited scope for using this technology in

Europe, with the Nordic countries being the exception.

Indeed, Fingrid Oyj, the Finish TSO, has shown recent

interest in upgrading some of their series compensated

transmission lines to include the dynamic character-

istics afforded by the TCSC.

3) Synchronous Series Static Compensator (SSSC). The

SSSC is the counterpart of the STATCOM for series

devices. As shown in Fig. 10, it is composed of a VSC

connected through a series coupling transformer. The

SSSC injects a series voltage to the incoming nodal

voltage to control the power flow through the power

line. However, much like the STATCOM, the series

voltage must remain in quadrature with the line current

for the DC bus voltage to remain constant and no

active power being exchanged (assuming a theoretical

lossless condition). Note that the SSSC is a fractional

power device that has to be rated to the line current but

the rated voltage is only a fraction of the rated line

voltage. Therefore, with a small rating, it may have a

high impact on the controllability of the power flow,

which is one of its main advantages [1].

4) Solid State Tap Changer (SSTC). This device uses a

set of power electronic-based switches, usually made

up of two antiparallel thyristors which replace the

mechanical switches used in the regulation windings

of conventional power transformers, as shown in

Fig. 11. The thyristors are operated in an ON/OFF

mode, so that no harmonic distortion is generated.

Depending on the selected switch, the transformer

turns ratio gets modified, with ensuing adjustments to

the secondary voltage, to meet operational needs.

3.3 Shunt-series connection

1) Solid State Voltage Regulators. This is the electronic

version of conventional voltage regulators, and an

alternative to the SSTC analysed in the previous sub-

section. The device controls the nodal voltage by

introducing a series voltage using a series transformer

as shown in Fig. 12a. This series voltage is obtained

from a shunt exciting transformer which, in addition to

a number of thyristor-based AC/AC bridges, conforms

a controllable voltage source. The thyristor switches

are operated using an ON/OFF control and therefore

no harmonic distortion is introduced. Note that

Fig. 9 TCSC schematic representation

Fig. 10 SSSC schematic representation

Fig. 11 Solid state tap changer (SSTC) schematic representation
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depending on the winding arrangement of the exciting

transformer, two types of regulators are obtained. On

the one hand, a Solid State Tap Changer (SSTC) is

obtained if the transformer has wye-wye windings

because it is possible to change the magnitude of the

controlled node as shown in Fig. 12b. On the other

hand, if a wye-delta arrangement is used in the

exciting transformer then a Solid State Phase Shifter

(SSPS) is generated. In this case, as shown in Fig. 12c,

an orthogonal voltage is introduced leading mainly to

a change in the phase, and to a lesser extent, the

magnitude of the controlled node. Therefore, this

device can be used to control in a discrete manner the

power flow between the nodes the series transformer is

connected to. Neither SSTC nor SSPS seem to have

been used so far in any practical installation, but only

conventional versions based on mechanically driven

servomotors.

2) Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC). This is a

compound equipment with two VSCs connected in

shunt and series, respectively, and sharing a common

DC bus. This device, whose schematic diagram is

shown in Fig. 13, has a great operational functionality

combining the control capabilities of the STATCOM

and the SSSC.

It is capable of regulating, simultaneously, the

voltage magnitude at the high-voltage node of the

shunt connected VSC, the active power flow arriving

at the receiving node of the series connected trans-

former (opposite node to that where the shunt

converter is connected) along with the injection of

reactive power at that node. Regulation of these

parameters is limited by the ratings of the shunt and

series converters. Despite its operational flexibility and

great expectations when it was first conceptualized, the

UPFC has not been so far a commercial success. Only

two prototypes are known to exist in the world [1, 24]

until recently where the world’s first 220 kV UPFC

based on MMC VSCs has been installed in Nanjing

(China) [25].

3.4 Cascade connections

1) LCC-HVDC. DC power transmission using two or

more of the six-pulse thyristor bridges shown in Fig. 3,

suitably connected, is termed classical HVDC trans-

mission. The most basic configuration involves two

converters with their DC terminals directly connecting

with each other, to form a monopolar, back-to-back

HVDC link. One converter station acts as a rectifier and

the other acts as an inverter. In high-voltage, high-

power applications the converters are twelve-pulse as

opposed to six-pulse and are housed in the same

building. On the other hand, if the purpose is to

transmit power over a long distance then the two

converter stations are linked by a DC transmission line

or a submarine DC cable depending on the geography

separating the two converter stations, which may cur-

rently span several thousands of kilometers. These

schemes are termed point-to-point HVDC links. In

general, HVDC links may be either monopolar or

bipolar. Cases of a monopolar, back-to-back and a

bipolar, point-to-point HVDC schemes are exempli-

fied, in schematic form, in Fig. 14a and b, respectively.

The bipolar link is composed of two mono-polar

links, one at positive and one at negative polarity with

Fig. 12 Solid state voltage regulator

Fig. 13 UPFC schematic representation
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respect to ground. In fact, each monopolar side can

operate on its own with ground return but with the two

poles having equal currents then they cancel each

other’s ground return to zero. Indeed, the ground path is

a valuable resource but limited to emergency period,

when one pole is out of service.

The use of phase-controlled thyristors as shown in a

previous section is characterized by reactive power

consumption and low order harmonics. Therefore, in

this type of applications passive filtering on the AC and

DC sides is required as well as local reactive power

compensation to achieve a suitable operation of the link.

Notice that the current flow is from the rectifier

towards the inverter and so is the power flow when the

voltage polarity is positive. Alternatively, the power

follows an opposite direction to the current when the

voltage polarity reverses, an operational characteristic

achieved through firing angle control.

Several LCC-HVDCs are in operation around the

world [26, 27]. However, the technology has intrinsic

limitations when applied to multi-terminal HVDC

systems because LCC-HVDC is based on current bal-

ances. Hence, only serial, multi-terminal HVDC

schemes seem to be realisable using this technology.

2) VSC-HVDC. The control functionality of the mono-

polar, back-to-back VSC-HVDC link is comparable to

that of the UPFC but at the expense of using two full

rated converters, as illustrated in Fig. 15. Neverthe-

less, its overall functionality is far greater than the

UPFC because asynchronous interconnection between

AC systems with different frequencies is enabled [3].

Moreover, the two VSCs do not need to be con-

nected back-to-back but, instead, linked by a cable to

transport electrical power with less power loss than an

AC transmission line of comparable rating and dis-

tance. Such an arrangement is known as mono-polar,

point-to-point VSC-HVDC link. However, bipolar

schemes are favored over the basic mono-polar link,

on grounds of higher power throughputs and reliability

[4].

Recent developments of the VSC-HVDC technol-

ogy are in the arena of the so-called Multi-Terminal

VSC-HVDC systems [16, 28–30]. The basic repre-

sentation of the back-to-back VSC-HVDC link shown

in Fig. 15 may be expanded to exemplify the case

when three VSCs are interconnected on their DC sides

through DC cables to make up a three-terminal VSC-

HVDC system, as shown schematically in Fig. 16.

This is a generic concept that may comprise n VSCs to

link n AC systems of varying sizes, topologies and

operational complexity. The DC cables may be over-

head, underground or submarine, according to practi-

cal requirements. The DC network may also exhibit an

arbitrary topology and it may contain DC loads, DC

generation and storage systems [19]. Just as in meshed

AC transmission systems, there are transmission lines

with non-regulated and regulated power flows, power

flows sharing between neighboring transmission lines,

Fig. 14 HVDC systems

Fig. 15 Mono-polar, back-to-back VSC-HVDC

Fig. 16 Three-terminal VSC-HVDC system
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nodes with regulated and non-regulated voltage and so

on. Finally, this DC network may even comprise a

single node bus where the n VSCs would be sharing a

DC capacitor, i.e. multi-terminal back-to-back con-

figuration [31].

3) DC/DC converters. Power transformers are used in AC

systems to suitably interconnect sections of the power

grid with different voltage levels. As a matter of fact,

power transformers were largely responsible for the

great development of the current AC systems, instead

of the primitive DC-based ones. However, nowadays

the power system has to integrate more and more DC

subsystems and components, connected to a diversity

of voltage levels, from LV to UHV. This creates a

clear need for efficiently performing voltage level

conversion at the points of interconnection. DC/DC

converters are power electronic devices intended for

this application. However, the kind of converters

traditionally used for low power applications [32],

cannot be directly applied when high powers and high

voltages have to be handled. Basically, the most

widely adopted solution consists of using DC/AC

conversion, with or without transformer, based on two-

level or multilevel VSCs, as shown in Fig. 17 [33, 34].

Note that the frequency on the AC side can be much

higher than the power frequencies (i.e., 50 or 60 Hz),

in order to reduce the transformer size and, hence, that

of the DC/DC converter.

4 Applications

4.1 Generation/storage interfacing

In the last two decades, increasingly more powerful

IGBT-based power converters have found a major appli-

cation niche as suitable interfaces between the grid and the

usually asynchronous and intermittent renewable sources

[35–37].

This fruitful relationship started with the incorporation

of STATCOMs into older generations of wind farms based

on fixed-speed induction machines. The aim was to

dynamically provide reactive power support so that those

wind generators could satisfy the more stringent low-

voltage ride through capability imposed by new grid

codes.

Then, more efficient and mechanically more robust

variable-speed turbines emerged, namely the doubly-fed

induction machine (DFIM) type, in which the rotor current

is controlled by a fractional converter, or permanent

magnet synchronous machine (PMSM) type, whose stator

is fed through a full size converter (Fig. 18).

Regarding photovoltaic (PV) power plants, they usually

connect to the grid through a DC/DC boost converter and an

inverter, as shown in Fig. 19. Old generations of converters,

most of them still in use today, were simply able to track the

maximum power of the PV modules, while keeping unit

power factor at the point of connection. However, the new

generation based on VSCs can and are required to perform

more sophisticated functions, such as voltage regulation

and contribution to frequency stability.

Fig. 17 DC/DC converter based on VSCs

Fig. 18 Wind power interfaces

Fig. 19 PV and storage interface
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The VSC also combines very well with most types of

energy storage systems, including redox flow and lithium-

ion batteries [1]. Today’s battery energy storage systems

(BESS) can reliably and efficiently undergo charging/dis-

charging cycles through a similar interface to that of PV

systems (Fig. 19). Provided there is sufficient energy stored

in the battery pack, the BEES associated controllers can

quickly react by injecting active power into the AC system

to provide frequency support in the event of synchronous

generators frequency oscillations, as well as reactive power

for voltage regulation [1]. Moreover, they can work as

grid-forming devices in charge of voltage and frequency

control of autonomous grids. Indeed, not only can a mod-

ern BESS emulate the operation of a synchronous gener-

ator (in the absence of rotating parts) but also provide

additional flexibility, such as adaptive time-varying

behavior during faults or perturbations [38]. It is very likely

that, once BESS prices decrease further, this equipment

will become ubiquitous in the power grid since it has a

potential major role to play in electrical energy retailing.

As renewable power displaces more and more conven-

tional generation, electricity grids are losing inertia and

synchronizing power, which is detrimental for system sta-

bility. Consequently, the industry is currently involved in

the development of more sophisticated controllers for

renewable generators and storage systems, allowing them

to contribute to short-term frequency support by providing

synthetic inertia. This possibility is analyzed in [39] for the

Nordic European system, where a huge number of DFIM-

based wind farms can be retrofitted with this kind of con-

trollers. Fig. 20 shows how the presence of synthetic inertia

reduces the initial frequency drop (at the cost of wind

generators kinetic energy) while, at the same time, delays

its recovery to the steady-state value.

4.2 Transmission

Power electronics-based components fulfill several

controllability functions in high-voltage transmission, with

a varying degree of effectiveness, as exemplified in the

generic transmission system shown in Fig. 21.

Perhaps the two most commonly known are power flow

control and voltage regulation/reactive power injection

control; notice that these two functions are mutually

exclusive when performed by a shunt controller. Shunt

VAR compensation is most effective when applied at a

point of the system (e.g., node C) that more closely

resembles, electrically speaking, the midpoint of the

transmission system.

1) Reactive power and voltage regulation. The use of

shunt compensation is pervasive in high-voltage AC

power transmission; it is difficult to think of a

transmission system that nowadays will not have one

or more compensators installed. Several of the power

electronics-based equipment listed in Section 3, enable

either voltage regulation or controlled injection of

reactive power at its point of connection with the AC

power grid, namely, SVC and STATCOM. In spite of

the performance of both devices being almost the same

at rated voltage, it has to be remarked that huge

differences appear in case of reduced voltages. This is

because the SVC behaves as a controllable susceptance,

leading to a low current in case of low voltages, while

the STATCOM responds like a voltage source, which

may control the injected current almost independently

of the network voltage. Therefore, from the operational

perspective, one of the main criticisms levelled at the

SVC when compared to the STATCOM refers to its

impaired ability to contribute reactive power in the

presence of low system voltages – for instance, in cases

of voltage collapse. Furthermore, any of the compound

devices that use one or more VSCs, such as UPFC or

BESS, would also have such a capability.

2) Transient and dynamic stability. All the power elec-

tronics-based compensators listed in Section 3 have

the capability to impact positively on power system

stability, with a varying degree of success, depending

Fig. 21 Transmission system to illustrate the applications of various

flexible transmission system components

Fig. 20 Frequency deviation at the Nordic system under a 12% loss

of conventional generation
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on which system parameters they influence most and

their speed of response [40]. As stated in the section

above, the SVC and STATCOM will perform simi-

larly when operating at around their design ratings.

This criterion can be extended to cover the dynamic

range of operation. To show the effectiveness of the

STATCOM, located midpoint as in Fig. 21, to

improve the dynamic stability, its voltage response

to a load change in the same node is given in Fig. 22.

The effectiveness of the STATCOM is self-evident

from this sample result. Note that with a fast

controllable injection of reactive power it is possible

to control the nodal voltage rejecting the perturbation

created by the load increase.

In addition, controllable-shunt compensators, like

STATCOM and SVC, may contribute to the transient

stability of the system. For this purpose, a short cir-

cuit fault in the line between the circuit breakers CB1

and CB2 is analyzed with and without compensation

as shown in Fig. 23. Note that without compensation,

depending on the fault clearing time of the circuit

breakers, the system may become unstable due to the

acceleration of the generators, as can be seen in the

evolution of the rotor angle. The reason is that,

without compensation, there is a larger unbalance

between the slowly varying mechanical power driv-

ing the generators and the instantaneously changing

electrical power, which gets drastically reduced in

proportion to the voltage reduction at node C, until

the short circuit is cleared. On the contrary, in the

presence of controllable shunt compensation, the

stability is enhanced owing to the fast reactive power

injection that keeps the voltage at node C as high as

possible.

3) Loop flow control. In principle, electrical power flows

in meshed transmission systems follow physical laws’

principles as opposed to network ownership, contrac-

tual obligations or thermal limits. The difference

between the physical flow or free-flow path and the

contract path is termed, in the parlance of power

engineers, ‘‘loop flow’’. More often than not, a ‘‘loop

flow’’ yields a degree of circulating power that leaves

available capacity underutilized [1]. From the engi-

neering vantage, this is not desirable and a range of

suitable solutions have been put forward to reign on

the ‘‘loop flows’’ and make the physical power flows to

better conform to the contract paths or to ensure that

no system equipment becomes overloaded on a long-

term basis, compromising its integrity. The available

solutions to contend with this undesirable phenomenon

require the installation of new equipment considering

that a trade-off between investment and operational

functionality ought to be considered carefully. Con-

ventional solutions range from the installation of new

generating plants at the appropriate locations, the

building of new transmission lines or the introduction

of the electromechanical phase-shifting transformer.

This latter component is able to alter the phase angle

difference, and thus controlling the power flow, but

with the problems related to any electromechanical

component [41]. Alternatively, several of the power

electronic-based equipment described in Section 3,

have the capability to perform the same function more

effectively. These devices can be classified as follows:

those that alter the series line reactance (TSSC and

TCSC), those that alter the phase angle (SSPS) and

those that alter both parameters (SSSC and UPFC). To

illustrate the free flow of power let us refer to the

Fig. 22 Dynamic stability improvement: comparison of voltage

evolution in a transmission line with and without shunt compensation

at midpoint during a transient due to a load increase

Fig. 23 Transient stability improvement: comparison of voltage

evolution in a transmission line with and without shunt compensation

at midpoint during a short-circuit
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generic transmission system of Fig. 21. It is assumed,

for the purpose of this discussion, that Area 1 and Area

2 export power to Area 3 through the mesh of AC and

DC transmission lines shown in the figure. It is further

assumed that the power flows follow the transmission

paths A-B, B-C, A-C and that the installation of the

phase shifter SSPS in line A-C becomes necessary in

order to limit the power flow through this transmission

line, below its rated power capacity, which would

otherwise become exceeded. It is clear that transmis-

sion lines A-B and B-C would have spare rating

capacity to carry the ensuing re-directed power flows.

On the other hand, the parallel AC/DC transmission

path linking nodes C and D provides a fair degree of

dynamic power regulation, using the fast power con-

trollability afforded by the point-to-point HVDC link

and the AC transmission line with variable series

impedance control.

4.3 Distribution

The main applications of the flexible power compo-

nents in distribution networks can be explained using

Fig. 24.

1) Load compensation. The individual loads connected to

distribution systems are far from being ideal compo-

nents drawing balanced sinusoidal currents. They are

characterized by having poor power factor, being

unbalanced and introducing waveform distortion in the

distribution system, degrading power quality [42, 43].

In this respect, utilities have strict grid connection

codes to limit the perturbations that certain loads may

introduce into the system [44–46], and maintain high

power quality standards [47]. The shunt-connected

AC/DC VSC with isolated DC bus is the conventional

solution that can be effectively used to compensate

this type of disturbances, as shown in Fig. 24. If the

device is intended for power factor and unbalance

compensation, it is usually termed D-STATCOM

[48, 49]. When the goal is to compensate harmonics,

it is referred to as an active power filter (APF) [50, 51].

The principle of operation of both devices is based on

the injection of a set of compensation currents, which

turn the total current perfectly balanced and sinusoidal.

However, this is not a straightforward task because the

unbalance and harmonic components of the load

current need to be computed in real-time. That is the

reason why accurate reference current computation

methods are key to achieve an effective compensation

[52]. Hence, it is important to use alternative calcu-

lation algorithms to the classical ones (the instanta-

neous pq theory [51] or conventional dq. [53]) which

do not rely on the assumption of sinusoidal conditions

of the supply voltage [54], since this condition is not

fulfilled in distribution system with high penetration of

distorted loads.

2) Dynamic voltage support. During the last decades, a

steadily transformation of the load equipment has

occurred. Classical electromechanical components are

being replaced by electronic ones, providing higher

functionalities and improved efficiency but also with a

higher sensitiveness to the voltage power quality [55].

Voltage disturbances like voltage sags may have a

catastrophic effect on industrial processes [56–58],

causing production shutdowns leading to non-negligi-

ble economic costs [42]. Voltage sags experienced by

a sensitive load connected to a distribution system are

mainly produced by short-circuit faults [59] in adja-

cent feeders to the one where the load is connected to,

as shown in Fig. 24. However, it has to be considered

that faults cannot be fully eliminated in spite of the

utilities’ many efforts to prevent them by adequate tree

trimming, insulation washing, adding animal guards,

installation of line arresters, etc. Therefore, it is

mandatory for those sensitive final users with critical

processes to be protected against this type of distur-

bances. For this purpose, series compensation is quite

effective as shown in Fig. 24. In this case, the series-

connected AC/DC VSC has to inject a series voltage to

restore the voltage prior to the fault. Different

alternative topologies involving DC energy storage

or additional shunt converters have been reported [60].

The dynamic compensation using these devices is

challenging because of two main issues. First, the

immunization degree strongly depends on the type of

voltage sag but also on the selected topology and the

implemented control algorithm [60]. Therefore, the

selection of a cost-effective immunization technique is

difficult. Second, the detection technique for voltage

sags requires advanced real-time algorithms able to

Fig. 24 Distribution system for illustrating the applications of

flexible power components
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quickly detect voltage phase-angle jumps and the

different voltage sequences [61].

3) Flexible meshed operation of radial networks. Distri-

bution systems are radially operated in spite of being

structurally meshed, as shown in Fig. 24, because of

the simplicity of their operation and protection.

However, with the advent of distributed generation

(DG) this traditional layout has to be reconsidered. As

a matter of fact, massive penetration of DG may

generate problems to this radially operated system

ranging from congestions to overvoltages. A possible

solution to overcome this problem is to replace the

normally open switches located in the traditional

switching centers, used for assuring a back-up supply

in case of failure, with power electronic based DC

links composed of a number of AC/DC VSCs sharing

a common DC bus [62], as shown in Fig. 24. This

device provides new supply points among adjacent

feeders where the active and reactive power flows can

be controlled adding flexibility to the system opera-

tion. On the one hand, the new active power transfer

capability between the feeders may release conges-

tions. On the other hand, taking into account that the

switching centers are usually located at the remote end

of the feeders, the reactive power injection may

contribute effectively to the voltage regulation. The

flexible DC links can be operated considering different

purposes: maximize DG penetration, maximize net-

work loadability and minimize power losses [63].

Alternative shunt-series topologies to the conventional

multi-terminal AC/DC VSC, have been also proposed

aimed at reducing the investment cost of the device

[64]. However, it has to be mentioned that even in the

case of the conventional back-to-back VSC, the

investment is profitable when used for the massive

integration of renewable energies [65]. Finally, it is

worth mentioning that the flexible DC link includes a

DC bus that can be used for integrating generation

(PV) or loads such as electric vehicle recharging

stations. Therefore, this device can be envisioned as a

first step towards the future hybrid AC/DC distribution

grids.

5 Future trends and major challenges

Taking into account the current state of the art of power

electronic applications to power systems, it is possible to

briefly outline the potential avenues of research in the near

future.

Regarding the generation side, a continuous growth of

wind and PV systems is expected, that will increase to

unprecedented levels the amount of non-synchronous

generation connected to the grid through power converters.

On the one hand, new converter topologies featuring higher

efficiencies will be developed [66]. On the other hand, the

higher share of renewables in the generation mix will call

for advanced controllers mimicking or even improving the

behavior of conventional power plants [67]. Moreover, a

massive penetration of distributed and renewable resources

will involve a considerable effort in terms of new stan-

dards, addressing communication and protection issues, as

well as grid codes imposing stringent connection require-

ments [68].

Regarding transmission applications, future prospects

will be mainly determined by the increased capability of

VSC-HVDC to handle higher voltage and power levels.

Recent developments show that this technology is currently

limited to 1.8 GW and ±500 kV [69, 70]. However, con-

ventional HVDC installations based on thyristors are rated

up to 8 GW and ±800 kV [71, 72]. Other technological

issue requiring more attention in the next years is the

development of simpler and more effective HVDC circuit

breakers [73, 74]. DC faults are usually cleared by AC

switches in case of point-to-point HVDC. However, this

protection scheme cannot be longer applied in case of

multi-terminal HVDC because the stability of the inter-

connected AC systems may be jeopardized. In addition,

regarding also the interactions of AC and DC systems,

some basic research will be needed on how to massively

integrate overlying HVDC lines, spanning very long dis-

tances, without collapsing the underlying AC grids [75].

In case of distribution systems, a vast improvement of

power quality phenomena is envisioned owing to the

generalized use of power electronic devices [76, 77]. The

massive penetration of new agents with power electronic

components (electric vehicle or distributed generation) will

lead to a huge number of distributed energy resources

which can be controlled in a coordinated manner to opti-

mize the operation of the utilities [78]. It can be surmised

here that power distribution systems which currently are

three-phase radial AC systems would migrate to become

multi-terminal, bipolar, VSC-DC systems [79–81]. This

would be so because of reasons of higher energy

throughputs, lower energy losses and smaller footprints of

the DC equipment and cables. On the DC side of the sys-

tem, the conventional three-phase loads may be served in a

more controllable manner while enabling the direct con-

nection of DC DERs, such as PV battery packs, fuel cell

stacks, PV stacks and EV re-charging stations. Further-

more, if the amount of energy produced by the in situ

generation and storage is sufficient to meet the local

demand plus the associated power losses, then the DC

feeders may act as an independent micro-grid, isolated

from the HV utility supply, with the AC connection points
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taking the character of back up supply points [82]. During

this transition, an interesting issue worth researching, par-

ticularly in urban areas, is how to use the current AC

infrastructures to host DC ones in order to reduce the cost

as much as possible [83].

6 Conclusion

This paper has reviewed the power electronic technology

used nowadays in generation, transmission and distribution

levels of the power system. From a historical perspective,

this equipment has been usually grouped within FACTS or

HVDC technologies. These power electronic-based devices

serve the purpose of controlling one or more electrical

parameters of the power grid in an almost instantaneous

basis, adding unrivalled operational flexibility while

remaining a cost effective technical solution. Therefore, the

barrier between FACTS and HVDC may no longer be of

application nowadays, when AC and DC systems coexist

along the entire power system. For this reason, a bottom-up

approach has been proposed embracing both technologies,

from the most basic power electronic valves to the final

application. Moreover, in the upcoming smart grid para-

digm, where power electronics will be a key component, it

is necessary to fill the gap between power systems and

power electronics engineers. The latter ones have to clearly

understand the possibilities and limitations of this technol-

ogy while the former have to be aware about the possible

applications. The new challenges faced in a decarbonized

future will involve the massive deployment of both AC and

DC electronically-controlled components, for which a

coordinated and more dynamic interplay between power

electronics and power system communities is required.

Taking this in mind, this paper would like to contribute to

give a holistic approach of the state of the technology.
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